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Propaganda doesn’t live up to its name
David Gilmour plays lead guitar 
on the latter, achieving an inter
esting sound that is overworked 
in a song the over-production 
bug kills dead. “Vicious Circle" 
opens up with the peaceful sound 
of crickets chirping and twists up 
into a pop tune that has great 
potential as a dance floor hit, but, 
again, another can of Raid is 
required.

Howard Jones appears as the 
co writer of two songs, "Heaven 
Give Me Words" and “Your Wild
life,” but as far as I can see — or 
hear, for that matter — does more 
damage than good. Neither of 
these songs are memorable. 
Jones sings backup on "Heaven 
Give Me Words,” but is lost in the 
muddled layers of sound. Cer
tainly there are no comparisons 
to be drawn between 1234 and 
Jones’ Human's Lib.

Betsi Miller, the lead singer of 
Propaganda does have a plea
sant voice. With the exception of 
“Vicious Circle," however she 
really doesn't do anything very 
interesting with it. Propaganda 
end up sounding like Kim Wilde 
or Swing Out Sister on one of 
their weaker days. Too bad, too, 
because what Miller plays with on 
"Vicious Circle" is reminiscent of 
earlier attempts, and does have

the potential to get her some
where.

instrumental reprise of "Vicious 
Circle" is ethereal and new 
ageish. I left wondering if they

by “Switch”

Propaganda
1234
Virgin Records

If you're looking for something 
new in music, Propaganda’s 1234 
is not going to give it to you It is a 
newly released album, but the 
word new can’t be used as a des
cription in any further sense.Ac
tually, if you're inclined to listen 
to light pop or new age style 
music (not to be confused with 
new wave) you might find some
thing in 1234 that satisfies you. 
For me, 1234 does nothing more 
than elicit memories of other 
people's music that I consider 
good for atmosphere and/or 
music to study by.

Let me elaborate: music to 
study by is, under my definition, 
music that is there to blot out all 
other noise in the room that 
might distract you, but that you 
don’t have to pay any attention to.
I guess the concept is much like 
that of elevator music, but in a 
different class.

Only two tracks even attempt 
to demand attention, (and if I 
were a DJ on a top 40 station, I 
might give it to them), “Vicious 
Circle" and "Only One Word."

Fairlight synthesizer, especially 
in the way they use it. For the 
most part, anything with a few 

the instrumental sound of Propa- would be more suited to doing all microchips and some keys would
ganda. When they stop trying to instrumental music. And, I would do them fine,
sell their lyrics and their record liketoadvisethem in thisdayand 
they achieve greatness. The age not to brag about using a

The high pointof the album is

My final words . . . don’t buy 
1234 unless you have to!
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what’s 
the point?

ME
I write for Free Verse
YOU CAN TOO!

ii

■ Submit your poetry and
■ prose to
H Excalibur
PM 111 Central Square

by Ira Nayman

Modern English
Pillow Lips 
TVT Records

I mean, what’s the point?
Modern English has rerecorded

its mid-eighties hit “I Melt With 
You" for its latest album, Pillow 
Talk. The original version was 
pretty good, I guess, but the new 
version does absolutely nothing 
creative, original or the least bit 
worthwhile with it.

So, like, what’s the point?
“I Melt With You" is the first single 
off the album.

No, really, what’s the point?
The rest of the album contains 

uninspired synth-pop that tends 
to ask for little imagination from 
the listener (ie — it all sounds the 
same). You would think that ME 
(as the band narcissistically likes 
to be called) would realize that its

music, not much to listen to in the 
first place, has been supplanted 
by rap and heavy duty funk on the 
dance floors of the nation.

Pillow Lips is pleasant enough, 
but, what’s the point?

I mean, here is an album with a 
blue flower on the cover and a red 
flower on the sleeve. Am I sup
posed to be offended by the sex
ual suggestiveness of these pic
tures, or what? And, what about 
the band’s obsession with one 
particular portion of female anat
omy? Is ME lost in a morass of 
adolescent sexual fantasy, or. . .

Just what is the point, anyway?
Damned if I know.
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MORE SECRET REASONS 
STUDENTS TAKE 

GRAY COACH HOME...DEPRESSION WEEKENDS 
WHERE AT HOME THE 0/m Di/£ DATES(

$1.95 ARE OM THE M/LK CONTAINER )

CAN BUY YOU ALMOST 
ANYTHING.

PERFECT FOR A STUDENT 
ON A BUDGET 

STARTING SEPTEMBER 6th

the YORKDALE INN

Students admitted why they snuck home via Gray Coach - 
aside from the facts that Gray Coach is cheap (but still tasteful), 
air conditioned, and has reclining seats and a washroom and 
somebody else to drive.

If you'd like to find out how cheap Gray Coach can take you 
home (and when) give us a call.

Gray Coach
X.

VISA

A reclining seat. Air conditioning. A washroom. And 
somebody else to drive.
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